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02 Accelerating the Hydrogen Economy

Hydrogen has enormous potential 
to help us accelerate the journey 
to a low-carbon economy, but there 
are costs and challenges involved. 
In Canada, we have the potential to 
leverage our existing natural gas 
infrastructure to help overcome those 
challenges to deliver low-carbon 
energy safely and reliably. 
The race to integrate hydrogen into 
the energy mix is well underway, 
but realizing the full potential of this 
low-carbon fuel means overcoming a 
number of challenges. One pathway to 
accelerate the journey is by utilizing 
Canada’s existing energy infrastructure 
assets and expertise.

Canada already has extensive natural 
gas infrastructure of pipelines and 
storage assets that are safely operated 
and socially accepted. In addition, we 
have an experienced and highly skilled 
workforce which has been involved 
in the development, operation and 
maintenance of these assets. In the 
early stages of hydrogen economy 
development, partial use of existing 
assets to deliver hydrogen blended 
to safe concentrations with natural 
gas, and separated at delivery point as 
required, will solve the twin challenges 
of demand creation and transportation 
of hydrogen.

H2
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Delivering hydrogen to the end-user requires:

These factors have consequences on the economics and logistics of 
hydrogen deployment.

We will continue to see declining cost 
trends for hydrogen technological 
developments that include electrolysis, 
steam reforming of natural gas with 
carbon capture, and conversion 
technologies. But these costs are only a 
small part of the hydrogen value chain. 
The opportunity to reduce costs may 
not be as promising for some other 
components in the value chain (e.g., 
the power costs for green hydrogen 
production through electrolysis could 
account for 50 per cent to 60 per cent 
of the levelized cost of hydrogen, or 
LCOH).

How much lower can renewable power 
costs can go? We must also consider 
that there is a requirement for this 
hydrogen product to be compressed 
or liquefied, stored, and transported 
before it is used. Developing new 

infrastructure requires significant 
resources and time, combined with 
complex planning and approval 
procedures. With this level of 
development risk, attracting capital for 
investments could be difficult.

So, what are some ways to accelerate 
the reductions in levelized cost of 
hydrogen (LCOH), recognizing that 
technological developments are only 
part of the solution? Creating end-user 
demand and ensuring the safe and 
reliable delivery of hydrogen are two 
challenges that need to be addressed 
immediately. Creating demand will 
help in reducing production costs 
through economies of scale. But if we 
generate an excess supply of product, 
it will end up stranded if the product 
is not transported from the point of 
production to the point of demand.

Understanding the Challenge

An energy 
source and other 
feedstock

Hydrogen production 
or conversion 
technology

Storage and 
transportation 
infrastructure

a b c

Technological developments and increasing demand for 
hydrogen are contributing to steadily declining costs. 
However, this declining cost trend for hydrogen may not 
be the same as for other renewable technologies. 
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Canada’s Natural 
Gas Infrastructure:

566,936 km  
of transmission, distribution 
and service pipelines
(Canadian Gas Association, 2021)

Hydrogen is a versatile product and 
can be utilized in many ways and many 
sectors. What if there is a solution that 
addresses the twin challenges of short-
term demand creation and product 
transportation to end-users?

Fortunately, the solution is right under 
our feet. In Canada and globally, there 
are thousands of kilometers of natural 
gas infrastructure systems that can be 
leveraged immediately to accelerate 
the hydrogen economy. The short-
term demand challenge is addressed 
by blending hydrogen with natural 
gas; the transportation challenge 
is addressed by using the existing 

natural gas pipeline and storage assets. 
A positive outcome is decreasing the 
current carbon content of natural gas 
delivered to end-users.

Over the last decade, there was 
uncertainty on the definite path 
of transition for natural gas. Then 
there were initiatives to reduce the 
carbon content through the injection 
of low-carbon products, such as 
renewable natural gas. With the 
current technological developments in 
hydrogen, the natural gas sector could 
seize the opportunity to be a key player 
in the energy transition and contribute 
in accelerating the hydrogen economy.

The key arguments for natural gas infrastructure as a catalyst for accelerating the hydrogen economy include:

Hydrogen is similar in many 
ways to natural gas and can 
be transported, stored and 
used in similar ways, with some 
key considerations:

 — Hydrogen can be blended to an 
allowable limit with natural gas, 
without risks to the integrity, 
reliability and safety of existing 
networks, including end-use 
appliances which are usually the 
limiting factor.

 — Hydrogen can be transported 
via pipelines and separated at 
the delivery point, eliminating 
the need for building dedicated 
hydrogen pipelines in early stages of 
market development.

 — Hydrogen can be stored in geological 
formations like natural gas (depleted 
gas fields, salt caverns, etc.).

 — Hydrogen can be stored as ‘line-pack’ 
in natural gas pipelines.

Hydrogen can leverage 
current natural gas resources 
and perceptions:

 — There are highly competent 
personnel in the gas and oil sector, 
who can support in the safe and 
reliable handling of hydrogen 
(many with experience in hydrogen 
production within oil refineries).

 — The natural gas sector supply chain is 
well established and can be expanded 
to the hydrogen value chain.

 — The transition facilitates job 
retention, job creation and 
economic development.

 — With well-established operational 
history and plans, there is a broad 
awareness and acceptance of natural 
gas by the general public.

A hydrogen economy can make 
use of the current natural gas 
regulatory compact:

 — The economic and technical 
regulations for natural gas sector are 
well-developed and can be adapted 
with enhancements.

A Solution Right Under Our Feet
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The graphic below shows where and how natural gas infrastructure assets can be leveraged:
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Natural gas production
A circular economy – lowering the carbon content of natural gas production through 
the combination of hydrogen and CO2

Natural gas pipelines
 — Hydrogen is injected and 
blended with natural gas

 — Hydrogen is co-transported 
with natural gas and separated 
at the delivery point through 
processes such as Pressure 
Swing Adsorption (PSA)

Natural gas applications
Hydrogen-blended natural gas 
can be used in similar applications 
but as a lower-carbon fuel when 
compared with pure natural gas

Natural gas storage
Hydrogen stored in similar geological formations (eg. salt 
caverns) that are used for natural gas storage
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While the above 
arguments around 
blending are generally 
accepted, standards 
development in Canada 
is still work in progress.

This is understandable — safety and risk 
management are critical for developing 
the hydrogen economy. There are 
similarities, but also differences 
between hydrogen and natural gas. 
Hydrogen’s energy properties such as 
density, heat content and flammability 
differ from those of natural gas. These 
technical and safety issues need to be 
considered seriously for the proposed 
partial repurposing of current natural 
gas assets — hence the urgency 
for detailed technical reviews, to 
establish standards on the appropriate 

level of blending and guidelines for 
hydrogen transportation.

The preliminary studies undertaken 
globally indicate that under suitable 
conditions and low levels of hydrogen 
blend (up to 15 per cent of hydrogen by 
volume), the current natural gas assets 
can be utilized with little or no changes 
to the operations and maintenance of 
the assets. There are currently pilot 
projects in Canada with the blended 
volumes of hydrogen far lower than 
15 per cent by volume.

Establishing Standards

To fully understand the impacts and potential, detailed analysis needs to be completed in Canada by the 
technical standards regulator regarding:

Pipeline material and system 
integrity analysis
The impacts of blended hydrogen on all 
the natural gas assets along with the 
integrity management plans need to 
be reviewed. These include pipelines, 
storage, gate stations, compressor 
stations, gas meters and valves. This 
study should include pipeline leakage 
review, considering that the hydrogen 
molecule is smaller than methane.

Safety analysis
The safety of the blended natural 
gas needs to be studied in various 
situations. These could include enclosed 
places, high-pressure pipelines, etc.

Extraction process analysis
The review of the cost and performance 
of the downstream hydrogen 
extraction process (e.g., Pressure Swing 
Adsorption).

End-use impact analysis
The review should look at the potential 
maximum concentration of hydrogen 
and the implications of natural gas end-
use appliances or processes.

Life-cycle costs and 
performance analysis
The life-cycle review of the performance 
of these assets that carry this blended 
product, taking into consideration the 
socio-economic- environmental aspects.
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The readiness activities of Step 1 are:

The scale of transition is not insignificant and requires all stakeholders to commit 
to play their part. Significant government support, at all levels, could be an 
important factor for success. The intervention could come in the form of research, 
incentives, polices and regulations.

Technical standards
The technical regulations need to 
be developed and adapted at a fast 
pace to accommodate the blending, 
the transportation, the utilization 
and the extraction of hydrogen. It is 
anticipated that the frameworks and 
processes in place for natural gas 
could be adopted for this transition.

Industry adaption
This transition pathway offers 
many opportunities for natural 
gas participants. We expect 
that the participants in the 
natural gas sector and hydrogen 
project developers will initiate 
demonstration projects, and then 
progress to injection in distribution 
pipelines and any infrastructure 
modifications on the downstream 
side. The initial projects leveraging 
natural gas assets, are likely to be 
sourcing hydrogen from steam 
methane reforming (SMR) or 
auto-thermal reforming of natural 
gas that are coupled with carbon 
capture, utilization and storage 
(CCUS). Projects for blending 
and transporting green hydrogen 
will follow where possible. 
Later, developers will pursue 
opportunities to separate hydrogen 
at the delivery points.

Policy intervention
Natural gas is priced based on the energy 
content, which is a function of volume and 
calorific value. Hydrogen blending may 
make this more complex due to its low 
volumetric energy density (hydrogen has 
about 20 per cent of the energy content 
of methane). An additional factor is that 
blending will not happen uniformly in 
the entire natural gas network. Policies 
need to be introduced to ensure that the 
principles for pricing, energy balancing 
and other commercial arrangements of 
natural gas hold for hydrogen, with some 
minor modifications.

Public awareness
The current natural gas commodity 
procured by consumers can come through 
regulated or competitive markets. There is 
no reason why this cannot be continued 
for 100 per cent hydrogen or blended 
natural gas. There could be preferential 
pricing based on carbon content and the 
public need to be made aware of this. 
Enhanced education around hydrogen 
and awareness on the safe handling 
of the product must be completed for 
industry and the public. Reaching a 
sweet spot of blending proportion, 
where the end-users will be indifferent 
to blended or unblended natural gas 
during this transition, will contribute to 
greater acceptance.

All the above discussions indicate 
that a potential pathway for 
hydrogen delivery includes partial 
blending with natural gas and 
transporting through existing 
pipelines. This transition may not 
happen uniformly, and could be 
rolled out on a case-by-case basis.

The first step is to 
develop standards 
around blending, 
along with a few other 
readiness activities in 
the short term. The 
second step is for 
further studies to allow 
for greater utilization 
of the natural gas 
networks, including 
co-transporting and 
extraction of hydrogen 
at the delivery point.

Factors for Success
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Accelerate the Transition

Well-considered and well-coordinated 
policies and plans for injecting hydrogen 
into existing assets will deliver on 
solving the twin interrelated challenges 
of demand creation and transportation 
of hydrogen.
In parallel, planning for other methods 
of hydrogen delivery and new 
applications for demand creation could 
be pursued. The current transition is 
similar to the last major one; before 
natural gas, coal gas (manufactured 
gas) was used to light the streetlamps 
in the City of Toronto between the 
end of the nineteenth century and the 
mid-twentieth century. Ironically, coal 
gas at that time had higher hydrogen 
content. The discovery of natural gas 
led to the transition, replacing coal 
gas and bringing in wider and cleaner 
applications. The current energy 
transition through hydrogen should 
be seen in a similar way.

The quest for perfection or complete 
solutions should not result in 
inaction. Leveraging our existing 
infrastructure assets provides a 
viable and accelerated pathway to a 
functional hydrogen economy.
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WSP Canada Hydrogen Team

Andrew McHardy
Vice-President,  
Advisory & Consulting,
ERI
andrew.mchardy@wsp.com

Daniel Matthews
Director,  
Projects / Client Executive
Energy & Processes, ERI
daniel.matthews@wsp.com

Sagar Kancharla
National Lead,  
Energy Transition & Investments
Advisory & Consulting,  
Energy, Resources & Industry (ERI)
sagar.kancharla@wsp.com

Blaise Moore
Vice-President,  
Strategic Solutions,
ERI
blaise.moore@wsp.com
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As one of the world’s leading professional 
services firms, WSP provides engineering 
and design services to clients in the 
Transportation & Infrastructure, Property 
& Buildings, Environment, Power & Energy, 
Resources and Industry sectors, as well as 
offering strategic advisory services. WSP’s 
global experts include engineers, advisors, 
technicians, scientists, architects, planners, 
surveyors and environmental specialists, 
as well as other design, program and 
construction management professionals. 
Our talented people are well positioned to 
deliver successful and sustainable projects, 
wherever our clients need us.
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